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Abstract

Design of Class Structures and Inter Class
Communication Interface

Pontus Pihlgren

The field of pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics describes the interaction
between drugs and the human body from the time the drug is absorbed in the blood
stream, distributed in the body, metabolized and finally excreted. The behavior can be
described with nonlinear mixed effects models. NONMEM is a software for
estimating parameters of such models and simulation of data. This thesis describes the
design of Perl-speaks-NONMEM (PsN) which is a software framework for control of
different aspects of NONMEM such as creating input, performing execution and
output interpretation and presentation. The framework aims to simplify
implementation of a range of statistical tools not featured in NONMEM. PsN includes
the Bootstrap for measuring statistical accuracy and precision, the Case Deletion
Diagnostics (CDD) for identifying influential individuals in medical studies and the Log
Likelihood Profiling (LLP) for estimating asymmetrical confidence intervals for
parameter estimates. PsN interfaces with various GRID systems: Sun Grid Engine,
Plattform LSF and openMosix to enable parallel execution of NONMEM instances.
The implementation of PsN was aided with custom built tools for generating class
definitions, constructors and from UML diagrams. PsN also provides a set of
command line interface tools that simplify usage for researchers without programming
experience.
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Populärvetenskaplig sammanfattning 
Inom pharmakokinetisk forskning utforskas vad som sker i kroppen efter ett läkemedel har 
administrerats. Ett vanligt läkmedel kan vara livshotande i stora doser och verkningslöst i små 
doser. Det är därför intressant att förstå de mekanismer i kroppen som avgör hur stor koncentration 
av ett administrerat läkemedel som kommer finnas i kroppen efter en viss tid. 

För att göra det samlar man in data från studier med både människor och djur. Den datan behandlas 
för att förstås bättre. En hjälpmedel är att skapa en modell för hur en typisk människokropp 
påverkas av ett läkemedel. Det är också intressant är att förstå hur människokroppen påverkar 
läkemedlet genom olika typer av nedbrytning. 

Den pharmakokinetiska modellen är en matematisk beskrivning för hur läkemedlets koncentration 
ändras över tid. För att förbättra modellen utnyttjas olika automatiska sökningsalgoritmer som 
anpassar modellens parametrar för att passa den data som samlats in. 

För att veta att modellen beskriver verkligheten bra nog så kan man utföra olika tester. Ett test går 
ut på att systematiskt utesluta individer ur datan och utföra den automatiska sökningen för varje ny 
uppsättning data. På så sätt kan man avgöra om en individ påverkar modellen för mycket eller 
kanske inte alls. 

Det finns många parameterar som påverkar kroppens reaktion på ett läkemedel och kan inkluderas i 
en modell. Exempel är individens allmänna tillstånd som vikt, ålder och kön. Mer specifika 
variabler såsom om individen är sjuk, är rökare eller tar andra läkemedel samtidigt kan vara 
inflytelserika. Man kan då tänka sig automatiska metoder som lägger till en eller fler parametrar till 
modellen och utvärderar skillnaden mellan grundmodellen och den nya större modellen. Är den nya 
modellen bättre, enligt något mått, så kan metoden fortsätta med att lägga till parametrar, tills 
modellen inte kan förbättras. 

Ett tredje moment som är intressant i modellbyggandet är att utvärdera modellens eller datan rent 
statistikt. Att modellen visar att läkemedlets koncentration är i det intervall där det gör nytta kan 
vara meningslöst om modellen är osäker. Modellen är osäker om det också finns en sannolikhet att 
koncentrationens maximala eller minimala värde ligger utan för det nyttiga intervallet. För att hitta 
ett mått på modellens osäkeret kan man utnyttja en metod som slumpmässigt väljer individer i den 
ursprungliga datan och skapar många nya varianter av datan. För varje variant utvärderar man sedan 
modellen och får en mängd olika resultat, med hjälp av dessa kan man beräkna ett mått av 
modellens osäkerhet. 

Det är förhållandevis välkända metoder som används i flera olika forskningsområden, men 
dessvärre är implementationen, det faktiska utförandet, ganska specifikt till dessa områden. Inom 
pharmakokinetisk forskning har man bra verktyg för de sökningsalgoritmer som anpassar modellen 
till insamlade data, men verktyg för statisk utvärdering, automatisk modellbyggning och automatisk 
manipulation av data har inte funnits tillgängliga. 

Syftet med detta examensarbete är att skapa en grund för implementation av dessa olika verktyg. 
Genom att samla funktioner för hantering av de filformat som används inom området, funktioner 
för resultatpresentation och kombinering av olika metoder i ett programbibliotek siktar arbetet på att 
förenkla för forskare inom pharmakokinetik att implementera traditionella och nya metoder. 

För att ytterligare underlätta implementation av olika metoder så har man valt att skapa programmet 
med hjälp av ett grafiskt verktyg, Dia, utifrån viket datorkod kan generas. Dock saknades den 
översättare från Dias filformat till datorkod varvid ett sådant också utvecklats inom ramen för detta 
arbete. 

De metoder som beskrivits ovan kräver alla en mängd beräkningsarbete vilket kan ta mycket lång 
tid för en enskild dator att utföra. Därför implementerades en funktion för att uföra dessa 
beräkningar på olika typer av så kallade datorkluster eller GRID-miljöer som är en samling av 



datorer tillgängliga för den här typen av beräkningar. 

Slutligen har ett par av metoderna ovan implementerats i programbiblioteket och för de mest 
efterfrågade metoderna har ett användarvänligt kommandoradsgränssnitt utvecklats för att öka 
tillgängligheten bland de forskare som inte besitter programeringskunskaper. 

Resultatet av arbetet har varit lyckat, programvaran har använts för att implementera ett handfull 
olika metoder som används av flera akademiska institutioner och företag i läkemedelsindustrion. 
Resultatet har lett till publikation av en artikel om programbiblioteket i en vetenskaplig tidskrift. 
Det har även fått ett gott motagande på kurser för avancerad modellering där det använts som 
hjälpmedel i undervisningen.
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 1  Introduction  
Pharmacokinetics is a scientific field dedicated to the description of events in the human body 
following drug administration. It is often divided into four components; Absorption, Distribution, 
Metabolism and Excretion. Absorption describes the transfer of drug from the site of administration 
to the central parts of the body. Once the drug is available in the blood, it is subsequently 
distributed to other parts of the body. At the same time, the body starts clearing itself from the drug 
either by metabolism of the drug in the liver or by excretion through the kidneys. The body's ability 
to clear itself from a drug over time is called clearance. Clearance is expressed as volume over time 
and reflects the volume of blood that is cleared (completely) from the drug over a certain period of 
time. Today’s pharmacokinetic models are built around the concept of clearance but generally take 
many other factors into account as well. These factors, which affect the time course of the drug in 
the human body, can for example be weight, sex, concomitant medication or smoking habits. 
 
The process of pharmacokinetic model building is iterative and starts with a basic structural model 
that, according to experience, likely matches the behavior of the body and the drug. If the model 
shows much error when compared to measured data, parameters can be added to describe the 
difference. For example, if smoking habits seams to strongly influence the clearance of a drug, a 
parameter that describes this influence is applied. This type of parameter is referred to as a 
covariate. 
 
In clinical study data there is often much variability. The obvious variability is between drugs. 
Usually a model is created with a specific drug in mind. Tailoring a model to a drug is done with 
medical data collected from studies, either with humans or animals. Several other sources of 
variability exist. Some is true noise that comes from measurement imprecision. Other variability 
can be explained as variability between individuals in the study. This is called interindividual 
variability and can sometimes be explained by covariates as mentioned above. Intraindividual 
variability reflects the natural variability of a person’s state between measurements as well as 
measurement errors. Although the sources of the variability between measurements are known it 
can be hard to assess the relative contribution of measurement inprecision and intraindividual 
variability. 
 
The refined model is 'fit' to study data by varying the precise influence of the parameters in the 
model until the simulation results matches the real world data. This is called, simply, model fitting. 
There are several statistical methods available to perform model fitting, none of which will be 
described in great detail in this work. Instead the focus will be on the software package NONMEM 
and how it can be used to create more advanced modeling tools. 

 1.1  NONMEM 
NONMEM is a software package written in Fortran 77 with the purpose of fitting nonlinear mixed 
effect models to data. The name, NONMEM, is an acronym for NONlinear Mixed Effect Modeling. 
The core of NONMEM is a general regression program. A NONMEM model is specified by 
writing a model description using differential equations as well as supplying boundary conditions 
and initial values for the model parameters. NONMEM can also be used for simulating new data 
sets.  
 
NONMEM searches the parameter space to minimize the error between the model and the data. As 
pharmacokinetic data include many types of variability as described above, there is never a perfect 
fit, only a best fit. 
 
In detail, a NONMEM model file is translated into FORTRAN code by the program NMTRAN. 
The FORTRAN code is subsequently linked with the NONMEM libraries and forms an executable 
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which, when run, produces an output file. The output file contains a wide range of information such 
as estimates for model parameters, standard errors and information of the error minimization 
process. The file is quite cumbersome to read and one of the reasons to create Perl-speaks-
NONMEM was to extract information from the output file. 

 1.2  Perl-speaks-NONMEM (PsN)  
The purpose of this thesis is to improve and add functionality to PsN, in this section PsN is 
described as how it was prior to the thesis (1). 
 

 
Figure 1 Base modules of PsN 

 
PsN is a set of Perl scripts created to simplify repetitive tasks related to working with NONMEM. 
PsN is centered on the three NONMEM files, the model file, the data file and the output file. For 
each file type there is a corresponding Perl module in PsN, see Figure 1. Each module implements a 
class structure corresponding to the structure of the NONMEM files. Instances of a model or a data 
class can be used to create NONMEM files, either from scratch or by parsing existing files. The 
records of an instance can be examined and modified, with the exception of the output file which is 
considered read only. Object data can be written back to a file on disk for NONMEM to read. 
Shown in Figure 1 is the Perl module multiple run. The purpose of this module is to parallelize 
execution of NONMEM. Input for multiple run is a list of model file objects that are valid for 
execution in NONMEM. Multiple run uses the Perl module Parallel::Forkmanager to manage each 
NONMEM job. 
 
PsN has been used to implement a series of analysis tools ranging from statistical algorithms such 
as the Bootstrap to robustness checking methods like Case-deletion Diagnostics (CDD). Bootstrap 
has relied on the data file class for creating of new datasets. Both CDD and the Bootstrap have 
utilized multiple run for parallel execution. 
In a standard setting, most of PsN's tools run more than ten model files through NONMEM and the 
Bootstrap can easily create several thousands of runs. Each model fit may take hours or days to run 
so the runtimes can be considerable. NONMEM is very CPU bound and does little IO once it has 
started and will use as much CPU power as it can. PsN can do the NONMEM runs in parallel, but 
this has no effect if only one CPU is available. 

The intended primary platform for PsN is an openMosix (2) cluster. It is a modification of Linux 
that lets the operating system migrate processes between computers in the cluster. Balancing 
algorithms will decide where processes will run. PsN uses the Perl module Parallel::Forkmanager to 
start separate NONMEM processes. The number of processes that runs in parallel is configurable 
and when a process is finished a new one will be started unless all models are run. The performance 
grows almost linearly with the number of processors in the cluster. However, PsN can consume a 
considerable amount of memory and the openMosix cluster suffers from some limitations in 
memory management. A cluster system usually designates one or more front nodes, where users log 
in and start processes. Each process started creates a memory image in the system, and that image is 
moved when a process migrates to a computing node. The amount of memory available in the 
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system is the sum of the memory available on the computing nodes. However, when a process 
finishes, it is necessary for it to return to the node where it was started. If many processes finish at 
the same time, the home node will be the bottleneck.  

PsN has been developed in Perl by a number of different people with an equal number of different 
backgrounds in programming. Most of them are self-taught in Perl and PsN is their first major 
work. Perl, being a language rich of features, suffers a bit from its freedom. Freedom to do things in 
many different ways may be welcomed by a creative programmer, but as a project grows, the need 
for a consistent and strict programming style also increases. Perl also lacks stricter handling of 
objects and object methods, like proper initialization of objects and type checking of method 
parameters. This increases the risk of programmer errors due to wrong handling of a complex 
system. The combination of these issues with Perl and the different background of the programmers 
are unfortunately reflected in the code base of PsN. 

 2  Purpose 
The Purpose of this undergraduate thesis is to create a class framework for implementation of 
general analysis tools in PsN. It will be done by creating a layer on top of the current version of PsN 
that standardizes how such tools interacts with NONMEM and how it can interact with other tools. 
The layer is meant to aid developers that want to create new tools. The layer must address the 
memory issues and limitations of Perl described in the introduction. To alleviate the need for 
computational resources the layer must enable use of distributed computational resources. For the 
user, which is likely a researcher in the field of pharmacokinetics, a set of command line programs 
will be developed. The programs will give a more user friendly way of using the implemented tools, 
a way that requires no or little programming knowledge. The abstraction layer together with 
existing tools, modified to the use the layer, will go under the name of PsN Toolkit. 

 3  Method 
The class framework will be specified in UML diagrams. UML stands for Unified Modeling 
Language and is a specification language for object modeling. It uses a graphical notation used to 
create an abstract model of a system (3). 
 
UML allows you to specify class hierarchies complete with members and methods as well as their 
types and arguments. Existing UML tools can save diagrams in XML format. There are also tools 
for generating code from the XML documents, however not for Perl. The program “dia2code” will 
therefore be extended to generate code for Perl.  
The generated code will add features that Perl lacks, such as type checking of arguments. Code for 
class definitions, inheritance, accessors and constructors will be generated. UML also brings a 
documenting feature and since no types are specified in Perl, it will be useful to have it specified in 
UML diagrams. All new code will be based on generated code and PsN's existing classes will be 
specified in UML and fitted into generated code. The functionality of the existing PsN modules will 
however stay the same. Relations between the model file class and the output and input file classes 
will be added. In practice it means that for each model file object that is created, a class instance of 
both the input and output classes will be created automatically. 
 
PsN as it is, needs to be fitted into the new framework and existing tools that use PsN, will need to 
be adapted to it. It will serve as a test of the new framework and the experience gained will be 
useful for guiding the programmers who wants to use the framework. 

 4  PsN – In detail 
PsN have four Perl packages which will be described here in more detail. The packages will be the 
base of PsN Toolkit. The primary way of communicating with NONMEM is through its input and 
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output files and the PsN packages have been created to read and write those files. 

 4.1.1  Model 
The Model package foremost function is to parse, modify and rewrite the NONMEM model 
description file, also called control file in NONMEM terms. A model file is a text file that consists 
of a set of records. A record starts on a new line and begins with a dollar sign and a record name in 
upper case letters. A record can span multiple lines and ends either with the beginning of a new 
record or with the end of the file. The order of some records is important, while the order of other 
records is arbitrary. Figure 2 show a model file distributed with the NONMEM software as an 
example. 

 

Notable records are the $DATA, which names the data file used in the estimation of the model 
parameters, $PK and $ERROR, which holds the mathematical formulas (called abbreviated code in 
NONMEM terms) that describe the model, and finally $THETA, $OMEGA and $SIGMA, which 
provide initial values for the parameter estimates. Records may contain options and the $DATA 
record above contains two:”pheno.dta” which is the filename containing input data and the 
”IGNORE=I” which tells NONMEM to ignore data lines that start with the letter ”I”.  

The PsN model package separates the records into three categories: code records, init records and 
generic records. A code record contains abbreviated code, which in PsN is parsed as verbatim text. 
An init record contains an initial value for one of the three parameter types (theta, omega, sigma) 
and a generic record contains a series of simple options as seen in the $ESTIMATION record in 
Figure 2. The model class provides methods for populating records with options and it is therefore 
possible to create a model from scratch. The most common usage of PsN is however to load and 
parse an existing model file and to modify it before writing it back to disk. 

The package is also able to run the parsed model through NONMEM using the method called ”run”. 
The run method uses the output module described below to check for errors in the NONMEM 
output. For some models it is possible to handle certain errors by changing the initial values. The 
run method therefore changes the initial values of failed runs in small random steps using the model 
package and then reruns the model. For each failed run the magnitude of the changes increases. 
Each model is rerun for a limited number of times. 

$PROBLEM PHENOBARB SIMPLE MODEL 
$INPUT   ID TIME AMT WGT APGR DV 
$DATA    pheno.dta IGNORE=I 
$SUBROUTINE  ADVAN1 TRANS2 
$PK 
      TVCL=THETA(1) 
      TVV=THETA(2) 
      CL=TVCL*EXP(ETA(1)) 
      V=TVV*EXP(ETA(2)) 
      S1=V 
$ERROR 
      W=F 
      Y=F+W*EPS(1) 
      IPRED=F         ;  individual-specific prediction 
      IRES=DV-IPRED   ;  individual-specific residual 
      IWRES=IRES/W    ;  individual-specific weighted 
residual 
 
$THETA  (0,0.0105)    ; CL  
$THETA  (0,1.0500)    ; V 
$OMEGA            .4  ; IVCL 
                  .25 ; IVV 
$SIGMA            .04                          
 
$ESTIMATION  MAXEVALS=10000 SIGDIGITS=4 POSTHOC 
$COVARIANCE  PRINT=E 

Figure 2: Example Model File 
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 4.1.2  Data 
A NONMEM data file can have various forms, but it is usually a comma or space separated file 
with multiple data columns. The file contains measured or simulated data from a set of individuals. 
A single row contains dosing information or a set of values measured at a given time point. A data 
file contains an ID column that identifies rows pertaining to one individual. The PsN data package 
groups the rows according to the ID column and puts each group in an instance of a class describing 
one individual. PsN will parse a file header, but it is not necessary to have one. 

 4.1.3  Output 
The output file of NONMEM can become quite long, but it will normally contain parts of the search 
path NONMEM has taken to arrive at the final parameter estimates as well as the final parameter 
estimates themselves. It will also print warnings or errors that occurred during the minimization. 
The PsN output package only parses parts of the output, as much of the output is repeating what is 
stated in the model file or can be deduced from it. The most interesting parts are the final estimates 
and any error messages that occurred. The output generated by NONMEM for the model in Figure 
2 is included as appendix A. NONMEM can also output additional data items such as simulated 
data in table files. Table files follow the same structure as the NONMEM data file. 

 4.1.4  Multiple Run Script 
For simple use of the model package run method, a command line tool called ”mult_run.pl” is 
included in PsN. ”mult_run.pl” takes a number of model file names as arguments, creates model 
objects using the model package and runs them one by one. 

 4.2  Existing tools 
There are four statistical tools implemented using PsN. Each tool is a separate piece of code and 
parts of the algorithms for running model files and gathering results are duplicated. 

 4.2.1  Bootstrap 
The Bootstrap algorithm is a simple but powerful statistical tool, used primarily for calculating the 
accuracy and precision of statistical estimators. Briefly, the bootstrap works by creating new 
datasets by picking random members from a set of observations with replacement. A member can 
thus be re-sampled several times. The statistical estimator of interest is calculated for each new 

ID TIME AMT WGT APGR DV FA1 FA2 
      1    0.    25.0    1.4      7      0      1 1 
      1    2.0      0    1.4      7   17.3      0 0 
      1   12.5    3.5    1.4      7      0      1 1 
      1   24.5    3.5    1.4      7      0      1 1 
      1   37.0    3.5    1.4      7      0      1 1 
      1   48.0    3.5    1.4      7      0      1 1 
      1   60.5    3.5    1.4      7      0      1 1 
      1   72.5    3.5    1.4      7      0      1 1 
      1   85.3    3.5    1.4      7      0      1 1 
      1   96.5    3.5    1.4      7      0      1 1 
      1  108.5    3.5    1.4      7      0      1 1 
      1  112.5      0    1.4      7   31.0      0 0 
      2    0.    15.0    1.5      9      0      1 1 
      2    2.0      0    1.5      9    9.7      0 0 
      2    4.0    3.8    1.5      9      0      1 1 

Figure 3: Example Data Set 
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dataset. For example, the standard deviation of the estimator is used as the Bootstrap approximation 
of the standard error of the estimator. Further calculations can give estimates of confidence intervals 
and bias (4). PsN has been used to implement an instance of the Bootstrap algorithm. The statistical 
estimator is specified and calculated by NONMEM in the model file. PsN parses the model file to 
find the data file, creates the resampled bootstrap datasets and writes them to disk together with the 
corresponding model files. NONMEM is executed for each bootstrap model-data file pair and the 
resulting output is parsed by PsN. The Bootstrap approximation of standard error, confidence 
interval and bias for the estimator is finally calculated. The Bootstrap is a straight-forward task in 
theory, but it is tedious and error-prone to run manually. 

 4.2.2  Case Deletion Diagnostics 
The Case Deletions Diagnostics (CDD) algorithm is a tool primarily used to identify influential 
components of the dataset, usually individuals (5). The CDD works by identifying groups in the 
data set and creating one new data set for each member of the group, where that member has been 
removed. The model is run once with each new data set. The results of the runs are compared and if 
one the runs show a significant difference relative to the others according to some criteria, the 
removed part of the dataset can be flagged as being influential. The PsN implementation of the 
CDD can take any column as base for the grouping and all rows with the same value in that column 
will be considered a group as long as no individual contain multiple values in that column. The 
running is simply a matter of creating the new data sets and the corresponding model files and 
running them through NONMEM. 

 4.2.3  Gam42 
The Gam42 is a tool that implements a stepwise covariate model building algorithm, sometimes 
referred to as SCM (5). The Gam42 algorithm identifies relevant covariates as predictors of the 
parameters of a structural model. The Gam42 will do a stepwise search among a given set of 
covariates and parameters by creating one new model for each pair of parameter and covariate. The 
models are run through NONMEM and the objective function value (OFV) given by NONMEM of 
the new models are compared to the OFV value of the most fit model from a previous step. The 
model that shows the largest significant change compared to the previous model is chosen as 
reference for the next search step. 
When the set of covariates is exhausted, the algorithm will perform a backwards search where it 
removes covariates, one at a time, and evaluates the model’s OFV again using stricter criteria. This 
is necessary as the forward search can possibly add two covariates that explain the same variability 
in the model. The backwards step will thus remove unnecessary complexity in the model. 
PsN controls the Gam42 through a NONMEM model file, which is augmented with special 
comments. One comment block specifies how one covariate should fit in the model. When a 
covariate is included, the corresponding block is simply uncommented. 

 4.2.4  LLP 
The Log Likelihood Profiling (LLP) tool is used to calculate confidence intervals of parameter 
values. Without the LLP the confidence intervals can be calculated with the standard errors of the 
parameters under the assumption that the parameter values are normally distributed. The LLP, 
however, makes no assumption of the shape of the distribution. 
The LLP tool will calculate the confidence intervals for any number of parameters in the model, 
working with one parameter at a time. By first fitting the original model and then fixing the 
parameter at values close to the NONMEM estimate, the LLP obtains the difference in likelihood 
between the original model and new, reduced model. The logarithm of the difference in likelihood 
is chi2 distributed and when that value is 3.84, the parameter value is at the 95% confidence limit. 
The search for the limit is done on both sides of the original parameter value, and thus the LLP 
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makes no assumption of symmetry or the parameter value distribution. 

 5  Results 

 5.1  Language choice 
PsN is written in Perl, which provides a nice layer of abstraction for handling system tasks, such as 
creating files/directories and execution of third party programs. It supports object orientation, is 
platform independent and it simplifies handling of large text masses(in this case, the NONMEM file 
formats).  
PsN Toolkit on the other hand is a large project and it was not obvious that Perl would be the most 
optimal choice. Other languages have the same functionality as Perl but include other attractive 
features. Java, for example, is platform independent by design, is very much object oriented, 
communicates well with third party programs and has methods for regular expressions (although 
with more cumbersome syntax compared to regular expressions in Perl). Java has the benefit of 
much more rigid typing and more explicit ways of specifying class structures. 
Other scripting languages, like Ruby and Python, provide the same functionality but have more 
developed object oriented syntax and semantics. Still, PsN was already written in Perl, the 
developers of PsN are most experienced with Perl and the code generated from UML diagrams 
provides stricter object orientation as desired. The burden of rewriting existing functionality and 
educating the developers outweighed the benefits of choosing another language to gain better object 
orientation abilities. Perl is also a mature language and has an overwhelming amount of third party 
libraries freely available from the CPAN (6) network. 

 5.2  UML diagrams and code generation 

 5.2.1  Dia 
Dia (7) is open source software for creating diagrams. It can create many different kinds of 
diagrams and was chosen for this work because of the support for UML diagrams. Dia stores the 
diagrams in XML format. Part of Figure 3 is shown in it’s XML format as created by Dia in Figure  
4: XML Diagram example. A full diagram is listed in Appendix B. The figure shows two classes 
denoted by “UML – Class” in the “type” attribute of the “dia:object” tag. The first class is the 
model class specified in the content of the “name” attribute tag. The second class is the data class 
which is related to the model class through a Has-A relation. The relation is shown by the “UML – 
Association” type tag. Both classes get an identification number unique within the diagram and 
these numbers exist in the content of the association tag. The positioning tags are important to see 
wheter a class is located within a class package, which is explained below. The example in Figure 4 
is very simplified to reduce the size of the figure. A class can also contain member variables and 
methods. Not shown is also the class package type tag. 
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Figure  4: XML Diagram example 

 5.2.2  dia2code 
The program dia2code (8) is also open source software written in C. Dia2code creates code from 
UML diagrams generated with Dia. By parsing Dia’s XML files, dia2code can create code for Java, 
C++ and various other object oriented programming languages. Dia2code does not support Perl 
code generation, but the program provides a simple ”plug-in” type API for adding language 
support. By creating a plug-in for Perl the details of object orientation could be chosen to suit the 
needs of PsN Toolkit. 
The program parses Dia's XML files using the C-library libxml and generates a tree structure 
describing the class layout. The internal structure, named a ”batch”, is passed to one of the language 
specific code generator plug-ins. The top level of the batch structure is a class list. Each class is 
associated with a package, a set of parents, a set of attributes, a set of methods and a set of relations 
to other classes. 
 
In the resulting implementation the various UML functions has been translated to Perl features in 
the following manner. A UML package groups a set of related classes. In Perl, a package is usually 
used to group classes that serve a similar purpose. The Perl plug-in will create a directory structure 
following the UML package structure, since Perl requires members of a package to be put in a 

     
    <dia:object type="UML - Class" version="0" id="O1"> 
      <dia:attribute name="obj_pos"> 
        <dia:point val="-64.7789,0.520085"/> 
      </dia:attribute> 
      <dia:attribute name="elem_width"> 
        <dia:real val="2.645"/> 
      </dia:attribute> 
      <dia:attribute name="elem_height"> 
        <dia:real val="2.1999999999999997"/> 
      </dia:attribute> 
      <dia:attribute name="name"> 
        <dia:string>#model#</dia:string> 
      </dia:attribute> 
    </dia:object> 
     
    <dia:object type="UML - Class" version="0" id="O2"> 
      <dia:attribute name="obj_pos"> 
        <dia:point val="-60.25,6.15"/> 
      </dia:attribute> 
      <dia:attribute name="elem_width"> 
        <dia:real val="1.9975000000000001"/> 
      </dia:attribute> 
      <dia:attribute name="elem_height"> 
        <dia:real val="2.1999999999999997"/> 
      </dia:attribute> 
      <dia:attribute name="name"> 
        <dia:string>#data#</dia:string> 
      </dia:attribute> 
    </dia:object> 
 
    <dia:object type="UML - Association" version="1" id="O17"> 
      <dia:connections> 
        <dia:connection handle="0" to="O2" connection="1"/> 
        <dia:connection handle="1" to="O1" connection="6"/> 
      </dia:connections> 
    </dia:object> 
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directory named after the package. Code generated for one UML class will be put in a file with the 
same name as the class, within the directory of the package to which it belongs. 
In Perl, a class is more or less the same thing as a package. A package can also contain 
subpackages, which allows classes to be organized in a suitable way. A Perl class instance (object) 
is a Perl reference that has been ”blessed” by using the Perl built-in function ”bless”. This tells the 
Perl interpreter to find methods in the package when these are referred to through the blessed 
reference. It was decided to use references to hashes throughout PsN to represent objects, since it is 
convenient to store instance data in a hash. 
 
UML defines inheritance by specifying IS-A relations between two classes. In Perl, inheritance is 
accomplished by blessing a class into one or several packages. By letting the dia2code-generated 
class constructors call all parent constructors and subsequently letting each constructor bless the 
reference into the right class, inheritance is achieved. The Perl plug-in puts any class that inherits 
another within the UML-package of its parent. This might lead to some confusion as there are two 
potential reasons a class can end up in a package. Firstly, because it is grouped with other similar 
classes, and second because it inherits a class with the same name as a group. It has been found 
useful, since classes with the same purpose often inherit the same base class. For simplicity, it was 
also decided to limit the scope to single inheritance. Still, most of the generated code could 
probably be used unmodified if multiple inheritance would become necessary. 
 
UML defines member classes by specifying HAS-A relations between one or more classes. As Perl 
does not require declaration of hash members, nothing is required to implement a HAS-A relation. 
For convenience it was decided that the Perl plug-in should add accessors for objects of the member 
class in the owning class, much like the accessors for the attributes in the owning class, described 
below. This can be seen in Appendix C, which contains code generated by dia2code and the Perl 
plug-in from the UML diagram listed in Appendix B. 
 
An UML attribute is a class variable (member) with a type. Again, a hash member does not have to 
be declared in Perl but it was decided to generate code for accessors of each attribute. The generated 
accessor sets the attribute, return its value and verify the attribute type, thereby adding extra type 
safety.  

 

Method generation is probably the most useful application of dia2code. For each class method, the 
Perl plug-in creates a stub of Perl code that verifies that all method parameters are allowed and of 
correct type. Parameters can also be declared as a “mandatory” type, and the generated code will 
require it to be given. This is especially convenient as Perl does not require declaration of method 
parameter, and furthermore, does not require any parameters to be passed to a method. The method 
stub is later filled with the actual code. 

 

Class constructors are generated in the same fashion as methods. With the difference that class 
members are accepted as parameters and a hash is created to contain the class members. The hash is 
then “blessed” with the class package name. If the class inherits another class, the constructor of the 
inherited class is also called. The class hash is also the return value of the constructor. 

 5.2.3  Additional development software 
During the development of PsN two parallel directory structures are used. One is created by the 
dia2code Perl plug-in and one identical tree contains the code written by developers. For each file 
generated by dia2code, with stubs for each class method, there is a corresponding file with Perl 
code to fill those stubs. A simple script called ”fill_diacode.pl” was written to look for placeholders 
corresponding to the stubs in the developer’s Perl code and put that code into the stub. When the 
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developer’s code is updated, dia2code and subsequently fill_diacode.pl has to be run to update the 
stub files. 

 5.3  Class hierarchy 
Each of the modeling tools implemented using PsN have potentially long execution times. However 
as computer power keep increasing it will be feasible to try more elaborate modeling techniques 
where different tools are combined. A combination will take the form of one Tool calling another, 
either to use the result to determine the continuation of execution (e.g. a Bootstrap called from an 
SCM) or to see how the called tool result is changed after a step in the calling tool (e.g. an SCM 
inside of a Bootstrap). Table 1 shows interesting combinations of statistical tools. 
 

 SCM The Bootstrap LLP CDD 
SCM - X - - 
The Bootstrap X - - - 
LLP - - - - 
CDD X X X - 

Table 1: An X marks a combination of potential interest and could be implemented in PsN. 

 
The framework for tool interconnection of PsN was designed with this in mind. The core of the 
framework consists of two classes, ”Tool” and ”Modelfit”. The Tool class is the base class of any 
tool implemented in the framework. The relationship between the classes of PsN and PsN Toolkit is 
shown in Figure 4. The Modelfit class inherits Tool and has the purpose of running multiple 
NONMEM jobs and gathering results from the output files produced by NONMEM.  
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Figure 4 PsN Class hierachy overview 

Any tool implemented using the framework should perform its job in three phases, the setup phase, 
the executions phase and the analysis phase. The Tool class provides hooks in form of virtual 
methods that a tool implementation can use to run its own code in each of the phases. Typically a 
tool class will create new models in the setup phase, which will be run in the execution phase and 
the results will be summarized and organized for presentation in the analysis phase. It is possible to 
use tool classes in the first and last phase in a recursive manner. The SCM for instance will run the 
structural model in the setup phase and call another SCM in the analysis phase to perform the next 
step. 

 5.4  Tool interconnection 
With the creation of PsN Toolkit it was standardized how tools in combination should interact with 
each other. A tool calling another will be referred to as the outer tool and the called tool as the inner 
tool. There is always an outermost tool, called the top tool that initiates the combination. 

This is achieved by specifying the name of the inner tool as a string argument to the top tool’s 
constructor. As it might be interesting in the future to nest tools further, an ordered list of tool 
names can be given. As the first tool of the list is constructed by the top tool the rest of the list is 
passed as an argument to the inner tool constructor. If the list is empty the inner tool defaults to a 
Modelfit and the innermost action will thus always be run a set of models using NONMEM. 

Each top tool will define which tools are supported as inner tools. Specifying a tool that is not 
supported results in an error. 

The exact procedure of inner tool instantiation is defined by the Tool class. It provides the ”run” 
method which calls an ordered list of virtual methods implementing the setup and analysis steps. 
The virtual methods should be overloaded by any class inheriting Tool and that wishes to support 
inner tools. For example, assume that tool A is being implemented to support tool B as an inner 
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tool. Tool A should then overload the methods ”B_setup” and ”B_analyze”. ”B_setup” will be 
called in the setup phase and tool A should instantiate a B object and put it in the ”tools” member 
array. The control should then be returned to the Tool class which will enter the run phase where 
the inner Tool's ”run” method is called. This is thus a recursive call that might very well start a ”C” 
tool. When the inner Tool's run phase is finished the tool will enter the analysis phase and the Tool 
class will run the ”B_analyze” method where the outer tool can access the results of the inner tools 
and proceed as it see fit. 

It is entirely voluntary to implement the ”_analyze” method and it is sometimes satisfactory to just 
run the inner method and let it write its results to the screen or to disk. 

The most straightforward example of Tool combinations is to use the Modelfit as the inner tool. For 
instance, the Bootstrap will in its ”modelfit_setup” method create all bootstrap datasets and 
corresponding models and pass them on to the Modelfit tool constructor. Notice that Modelfit is the 
only class that should overload the Tool ”run” method and thereby provide the end of the tool 
recursion. In a method called ”modelfit_analyse” the Bootstrap will gather the result and calculate 
standard error, confidence intervals, etc of the model parameters. 

One interesting use of the Tool combinations is exemplified by the CDD, acting as the outer tool 
and an LLP as the inner tool. The idea is that the CDD will run one LLP for each data set it has 
created and it will be possible to see how a given group affects the likelihood profile of the 
parameter estimates. 

 5.5  Grid execution 
Although PsN Toolkit was to be developed with memory consumption in mind, the memory limits 
of openMosix will be reached when the number of nodes and active users grows. A way to 
overcome these limitations is to interface PsN Toolkit with a distributed queue management system, 
often referred to as a grid. A grid usually keeps a set of master nodes that runs a queuing software. 
Users are then able to submit jobs to the queues and the queue handler will decide where and when 
jobs will be run. This gives managers more flexibility in controlling job load and the problems of an 
openMosix front node disappears as jobs are started, run and finished on the computing node. 

 5.5.1  NorduGrid 
The NorduGrid (9) system stems from a collaboration between the Nordic universities that enables 
them to share computing resources. Uppsala University has a cluster of one hundred CPU’s 
connected to the NorduGrid system. 

PsN’s interface to NorduGrid is written into the parallelization code and is enabled with a PsN 
option. The interface submits jobs directly to the NorduGrid queue managers. PsN thus never runs 
on the NorduGrid machines, only the NONMEM runs are executed on the system. Scheduling a job 
on a queue manager is done in series of steps. 

First NONMEM is compiled on the local system to avoid having NONMEM installed across the 
NorduGrid system. It would have been possible to transfer the Fortran code generated by 
NMTRAN and compile it remotely, but compiling locally also allowed more flexibility in the use of 
compilers. The second step in submitting a job is to compile a list of files needed by the NONMEM 
execution, usually the NONMEM binary and input data is enough. The list is written to a job 
description file. The files in the list are then transferred to the NorduGrid storage system, 
alternatively to a third host reachable from the NorduGrid system, such as a webserver or fileserver. 
The job description file is then extended with an estimate of the runtime of the job, request for 
specific resources such as CPU architecture and memory size. Using a NorduGrid client software 
the user of PsN is authenticated with a certificate given by the NorduGrid Certificate Authority and 
the job description file is the sent to the NorduGrid queue manager, which will queue the job and 
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subsequently load necessary files and execute the job. 

During the time in the queue and during execution PsN will monitor the job using NorduGrid client 
software, and when the queue manager reports that a job has finished or stopped due to errors, PsN 
will download the resulting output and proceed as if the job had been run locally. 

The NorduGrid connection was seldom used since the extra latencies introduced when transferring 
input and output data was for most models higher than the runtime of the job. It can also be hard to 
estimate NONMEM runtimes, and a job running longer than its specified runtime will be stopped 
by the NorduGrid system. After a few revision of this part of the parallelization code, support for 
NorduGrid was dropped. 

 5.5.2  Platform Load Sharing Facility, and general grid 
communication 
Platform Load Sharing Facility (LSF) is a grid system similar to NorduGrid with the exception of 
file handling (10). LSF execution hosts usually share file system with the queue managers and 
submitting hosts, and this is also assumed for the PsN interface to LSF. This means that PsN must 
be installed on the submitting hosts and that users must transfer their files to the system first and 
then log in to start jobs. 

When support for LSF was added to PsN, the code for parallel execution was restructured to 
minimize the differences in implementation of the interfaces to the supported systems. An interface 
is now compromised of three functions, the submit function, the monitor function and the retrieve 
function. When a NONMEM job is started and PsN is configured to use a specific system, the 
parallelization code will choose a submit function matching that system. The same obviously holds 
for the monitor and retrieve functions. 

Running on a separate computer or on the openMosix system, the submit function starts a new Perl 
process which in turn starts NMTRAN and subsequently NONMEM. When running on any of the 
other systems the submit function calls the client software for submitting jobs. Each system specific 
function is responsible for recording an identifier of the job. In case of openMosix, the systems 
process id is used. 

Monitoring the system works similarly. On openMosix, the function will use Perl built-ins to query 
the status of process with a given id. On the other systems, the client software for queue status is 
used with the provided job id. 

The retrieve command for the openMosix and LSF systems does not need to do anything as the 
systems are assumed to share the file system between the submitting and executing node. However, 
it was observed that the file systems were not always perfectly synchronized between the hosts, 
which can be considered a bug in the file systems. For example, on a regular basis execution hosts 
reported that jobs were finished while the submitting nodes still could not see the NONMEM output 
files. These problems were worked around by letting PsN wait both for the job to finish and the files 
to be fully visible before attempting to open and parse results. 

 5.5.3  Sun Grid Engine 
The Sun Grid Engine, SGE (11), was the latest addition to PsN. The system is very similar to LSF 
and the implementation was very straightforward using the restructured code for parallel execution. 
Adding submit, monitor and retrieve functions for SGE was almost trivial. 

 5.6  Resuming broken runs  
As the tools potentially have a very long execution time it is inevitable that a system crash or power 
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failure sometimes will occur. To avoid information loss and loss of computing time, PsN will keep 
information regarding tool progress on disc, simply by creating a file named “done” for each 
NONMEM run that has finished. Provided PsN knows which directory the information is written, it 
is able to read this information and figures out which NONMEM output files that are from finished 
jobs and which are from crashed runs that need to be redone. 
The bootstrap procedure takes quite some time to build new datasets and implements a similar 
functionality for reusing already created datasets if the bootstrap run needs to be restarted. 
 
 5.7  Command line tools 
It was originally intended that the tools should be used in shorter Perl scripts written by researchers 
in the field. But the tools have become so complex and most researchers do not know Perl well 
enough to use the tools properly, if they know Perl at all. Therefore a Perl script useable from a 
command line interface was written for each tool. The scripts foremost function is to remove the 
need to write any Perl, the second is to allow the most useful options of the tools to be configurable 
with arguments to the script and to provide online documentation for the options. 
The command line tools have allowed PsN to gain a quite widespread use, and are now the main 
way to access PsN Tools. 

 6  Discussion 
During the development of the project, a few unforeseen problems arose. Some were easily solved 
while others called for significant changes and, had they been known initially, could have altered 
the choices made during project planning. These problems are discussed below. 

 6.1  Memory management 
It was soon realized that the PsN Toolkit framework was very memory intensive. Most of the 
problems with memory usage could be traced down to features in Perl. The NONMEM files are 
read in as text and the parsing is done using Perl’s regular expressions and thus the text must be 
stored as Perl string representation. The representation can require as much as 20 bytes per 
character in the text. Each string comes with a respectable overhead of 28 bytes or more in addition 
to the characters in the string. If a string only contains a few characters the relative overhead will 
thus be large. This was observed in the data class. Initially, each row was read as a string and then 
split into substrings, one for each column. For datasets of several thousand individuals the overhead 
of the strings was a problem. To address this, the rows are now kept as comma-separated strings 
and data is extracted when needed. It adds a bit of time to each data operation, but as the PsN 
spends most of its time waiting for NONMEM, this is not a problem. 
A lot of memory could also be saved by distilling as much information from the parsed files as 
possible, specifically the NONMEM output file which contain much information not strictly 
necessary for the operation of most PsN Tools. 
Perl utilizes a garbage collector to find unused memory and return it to the system. However, the 
way the collector works created some problems in PsN. The garbage collector uses reference 
counting, meaning that for each memory chunk used it keeps record for each part of the program 
that references that memory. It works fine unless there is a cycle in the reference tree, i.e. two 
unused memory chunks reference each other. The initial class structure of the PsN model and 
output class was cyclic and was thus preventing the memory manager to reuse memory no longer 
needed in the process. This was resolved by recoding the class structure, which is now strictly 
forward referencing. 

 6.2  UML Diagrams 
The UML diagrams have overall been very beneficial to the developments of PsN. However, as the 
diagrams grew in size, two problems arose. Firstly, a practical problem for the developer was that it 
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was hard to get an overview when diagrams increased in size. These large diagrams spanned over 
multiple pages and Dia had a hard time rendering the diagrams fast enough. In other words, they 
became frustrating to work with. The solution was to split the diagrams over several files, each file 
describing a part of the class tree. It required modifications to dia2code but worked very well in the 
end. 

Secondly, it also became difficult to track changes in the diagrams. The developers working with 
PsN use the cvs version tracking system which among other things saves a history of files in the 
source code tree. The diagrams from Dia are in XML text format and it is thus possible to save their 
history as well. However, the XML diagrams are relatively large and cumbersome to read and small 
graphical changes in the diagram results in large textual changes in the XML. In addition, different 
versions of Dia, albeit compatible with each other, changed the form of the XML format, further 
obfuscating actual changes in the diagrams. This problem has not been overcome. A workaround 
for a part of the problem has been reached by requiring all developers to use the same Dia version. 

 7  Future plans 

As mention earlier, there are already plans for adding support for more Grid types. There are also 
plans for novel statistical methods that require many NONMEM runs and calculations based on the 
NONMEM output. The PsN Toolkit is very suitable for implementation of these methods.  

The toolkit today relies heavily on NONMEM and its data structures and usage patterns. However, 
NONMEM itself has limitations and there are other software, both in production use and under 
development that adds functionality and capabilities beyond NONMEM. It is not know today 
whether PsN will be adapted to these tools as well or become superfluous. It is however certain that 
NONMEM will be around for quite some time and that the tools implemented in PsN also will be 
useful in one form or the other. 

 8  Conclusion 
The PsN Toolkit has been used in the implementation of new useful tools. It is deployed on several 
sites with different grid implementations. It is fairly efficient and can handle datasets and models 
that are at the limits of what NONMEM can handle. Despite its complexity it has been well 
received in courses given to pharmacometric researchers where PsN has been used to show 
advanced modeling procedures. It has also led to the publication of one scientific paper.
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1NONLINEAR MIXED EFFECTS MODEL PROGRAM (NONMEM)    DOUBLE PRECISION NONMEM    VERSION VI LEVEL 1.0  
 DEVELOPED AND PROGRAMMED BY STUART BEAL AND LEWIS SHEINER
 
 PROBLEM NO.:         1
 PHENOBARB SIMPLE MODEL                                                  
0DATA CHECKOUT RUN:              NO 
 DATA SET LOCATED ON UNIT NO.:    2
 THIS UNIT TO BE REWOUND:        NO 
 NO. OF DATA RECS IN DATA SET:  744
 NO. OF DATA ITEMS IN DATA SET:   8
 ID DATA ITEM IS DATA ITEM NO.:   1
 DEP VARIABLE IS DATA ITEM NO.:   6
 MDV DATA ITEM IS DATA ITEM NO.:  8
0INDICES PASSED TO SUBROUTINE PRED:
  7  2  3  0  0  0  0  0  0
  0  0
0LABELS FOR DATA ITEMS:
   ID    TIME     AMT     WGT    APGR      DV    EVID     MDV
0FORMAT FOR DATA:
 (6E6.0,2F2.0)                                                                   
 
 TOT. NO. OF OBS RECS:     155
 TOT. NO. OF INDIVIDUALS:   59
0LENGTH OF THETA:  2
0OMEGA HAS SIMPLE DIAGONAL FORM WITH DIMENSION:  2
0SIGMA HAS SIMPLE DIAGONAL FORM WITH DIMENSION:  1
0INITIAL ESTIMATE OF THETA:
 LOWER BOUND    INITIAL EST    UPPER BOUND
  0.0000E+00     0.1050E−01     0.1000E+07
  0.0000E+00     0.1050E+01     0.1000E+07
0INITIAL ESTIMATE OF OMEGA:
 0.4000E+00
 0.0000E+00   0.2500E+00
0INITIAL ESTIMATE OF SIGMA:
 0.4000E−01
0ESTIMATION STEP OMITTED:           NO 
 EPS−ETA INTERACTION:               NO 
 POP. ETAS OBTAINED POST HOC:      YES 
 NO. OF FUNCT. EVALS. ALLOWED:    9999
 NO. OF SIG. FIGURES REQUIRED:       4
 INTERMEDIATE PRINTOUT:            YES 
 ESTIMATE OUTPUT TO MSF:            NO 
 IND. OBJ. FUNC. VALUES SORTED:     NO 
0COVARIANCE STEP OMITTED:    NO 
 EIGENVLS. PRINTED:         YES 
 SPECIAL COMPUTATION:        NO 
 COMPRESSED FORMAT:          NO 
1DOUBLE PRECISION PREDPP VERSION V LEVEL 1.0  
 
 ONE COMPARTMENT MODEL (ADVAN1)
0MAXIMUM NO. OF BASIC PK PARAMETERS:   2
0BASIC PK PARAMETERS (AFTER TRANSLATION):
   ELIMINATION RATE (K) IS BASIC PK PARAMETER NO.:  1
 
 TRANSLATOR WILL CONVERT PARAMETERS 
 CLEARANCE (CL) AND VOLUME (V) TO K (TRANS2)
0COMPARTMENT ATTRIBUTES 
 COMPT. NO.   FUNCTION   INITIAL    ON/OFF      DOSE      DEFAULT    DEFAULT
                         STATUS     ALLOWED    ALLOWED    FOR DOSE   FOR OBS.
    1         CENTRAL      ON         NO         YES        YES        YES
    2         OUTPUT       OFF        YES        NO         NO         NO 
1
 ADDITIONAL PK PARAMETERS − ASSIGNMENT OF ROWS IN GG
 COMPT. NO.                             INDICES
              SCALE      BIOAVAIL.   ZERO−ORDER  ZERO−ORDER  ABSORB
                         FRACTION    RATE        DURATION    LAG  
    1           3           *           *           *           *
    2           *           −           −           −           −
             − PARAMETER IS NOT ALLOWED FOR THIS MODEL
             * PARAMETER IS NOT SUPPLIED BY PK SUBROUTINE;
               WILL DEFAULT TO ONE IF APPLICABLE
0DATA ITEM INDICES USED BY PRED ARE:
   EVENT ID DATA ITEM IS DATA ITEM NO.:      7
   TIME DATA ITEM IS DATA ITEM NO.:          2
   DOSE AMOUNT DATA ITEM IS DATA ITEM NO.:   3
 
0PK SUBROUTINE CALLED WITH EVERY EVENT RECORD.
 PK SUBROUTINE NOT CALLED AT NONEVENT (ADDITIONAL OR LAGGED) DOSE TIMES.
0ERROR SUBROUTINE CALLED WITH EVERY EVENT RECORD.
1
 MONITORING OF SEARCH:

0ITERATION NO.:    0    OBJECTIVE VALUE:  0.83377E+03    NO. OF FUNC. EVALS.: 5
 CUMULATIVE NO. OF FUNC. EVALS.:    5
 PARAMETER:  0.1000E+00  0.1000E+00  0.1000E+00  0.1000E+00  0.1000E+00
 GRADIENT:   0.1709E+03 −0.2500E+03 −0.2522E+01  0.4801E+02  0.3566E+02
0ITERATION NO.:   14    OBJECTIVE VALUE:  0.74205E+03    NO. OF FUNC. EVALS.: 0
 CUMULATIVE NO. OF FUNC. EVALS.:   89
 PARAMETER: −0.5369E+00  0.3412E+00 −0.1409E+00 −0.1843E+00 −0.3453E+00
 GRADIENT:  −0.6213E−03 −0.2002E−04  0.2521E−04  0.3703E−04 −0.1794E−03
0MINIMIZATION SUCCESSFUL
 NO. OF FUNCTION EVALUATIONS USED:   89
 NO. OF SIG. DIGITS IN FINAL EST.:  5.4
1

Appendix A
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 ************************************************************************************************************************
 ********************                                                                                ********************
 ********************                           MINIMUM VALUE OF OBJECTIVE FUNCTION                  ********************
 ********************                                                                                ********************
 ************************************************************************************************************************
 

 **************************************************        742.051     **************************************************
1
 ************************************************************************************************************************
 ********************                                                                                ********************
 ********************                                  FINAL PARAMETER ESTIMATE                      ********************
 ********************                                                                                ********************
 ************************************************************************************************************************
 

 THETA − VECTOR OF FIXED EFFECTS PARAMETERS   *********

            TH 1      TH 2
 
         5.55E−03  1.34E+00
 

 OMEGA − COV MATRIX FOR RANDOM EFFECTS − ETAS  ********

            ETA1      ETA2
 
 ETA1
+        2.47E−01
 
 ETA2
+        0.00E+00  1.42E−01
 

 SIGMA − COV MATRIX FOR RANDOM EFFECTS − EPSILONS  ****

            EPS1
 
 EPS1
+        1.64E−02
 
1
 ************************************************************************************************************************
 ********************                                                                                ********************
 ********************                             STANDARD ERROR OF ESTIMATE                         ********************
 ********************                                                                                ********************
 ************************************************************************************************************************
 

 THETA − VECTOR OF FIXED EFFECTS PARAMETERS   *********

            TH 1      TH 2
 
         3.95E−04  7.99E−02
 

 OMEGA − COV MATRIX FOR RANDOM EFFECTS − ETAS  ********

            ETA1      ETA2
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 ETA1
+        1.56E−01
 
 ETA2
+       .........  3.49E−02
 

 SIGMA − COV MATRIX FOR RANDOM EFFECTS − EPSILONS  ****

            EPS1
 
 EPS1
+        3.39E−03
 
1
 ************************************************************************************************************************
 ********************                                                                                ********************
 ********************                          COVARIANCE MATRIX OF ESTIMATE                         ********************
 ********************                                                                                ********************
 ************************************************************************************************************************
 

            TH 1      TH 2      OM11      OM12      OM22      SG11
 
 TH 1
+        1.56E−07
 
 TH 2
+        4.58E−06  6.38E−03
 
 OM11
+       −2.72E−05 −1.93E−03  2.42E−02
 
 OM12
+       ......... ......... ......... .........
 
 OM22
+        3.56E−06  1.28E−03 −9.92E−04 .........  1.22E−03
 
 SG11
+        7.25E−08  2.13E−05  7.08E−05 ......... −5.34E−07  1.15E−05
 
1
 ************************************************************************************************************************
 ********************                                                                                ********************
 ********************                         CORRELATION MATRIX OF ESTIMATE                         ********************
 ********************                                                                                ********************
 ************************************************************************************************************************
 

            TH 1      TH 2      OM11      OM12      OM22      SG11
 
 TH 1
+        1.00E+00
 
 TH 2
+        1.45E−01  1.00E+00
 
 OM11
+       −4.44E−01 −1.55E−01  1.00E+00
 
 OM12
+       ......... ......... ......... .........
 
 OM22
+        2.58E−01  4.60E−01 −1.83E−01 .........  1.00E+00
 
 SG11
+        5.41E−02  7.84E−02  1.34E−01 ......... −4.51E−03  1.00E+00
 
1
 ************************************************************************************************************************
 ********************                                                                                ********************
 ********************                  INVERSE COVARIANCE MATRIX OF ESTIMATE                         ********************
 ********************                                                                                ********************
 ************************************************************************************************************************
 

            TH 1      TH 2      OM11      OM12      OM22      SG11
 
 TH 1
+        8.46E+06
 
 TH 2
+        7.11E+02  2.02E+02
 
 OM11
+        9.18E+03  9.76E+00  5.39E+01
 
 OM12
+       ......... ......... ......... .........
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 OM22
+       −1.81E+04 −2.07E+02  6.66E+00 .........  1.10E+03
 
 SG11
+       −1.12E+05 −4.47E+02 −4.07E+02 .........  5.06E+02  9.08E+04
 
1
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 ************************************************************************************************************************
 ********************                                                                                ********************
 ********************                  EIGENVALUES OF COR MATRIX OF ESTIMATE                         ********************
 ********************                                                                                ********************
 ************************************************************************************************************************
 

             1         2         3         4         5
 
         4.69E−01  5.81E−01  9.76E−01  1.15E+00  1.83E+00
 
Sun Oct 21 17:36:02 CEST 2007
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF−8"?>
<dia:diagram xmlns:dia="http://www.lysator.liu.se/~alla/dia/">
  <dia:diagramdata>
    <dia:attribute name="background">
      <dia:color val="#ffffff"/>
    </dia:attribute>
    <dia:attribute name="pagebreak">
      <dia:color val="#000099"/>
    </dia:attribute>
    <dia:attribute name="paper">
      <dia:composite type="paper">
        <dia:attribute name="name">
          <dia:string>#A4#</dia:string>
        </dia:attribute>
        <dia:attribute name="tmargin">
          <dia:real val="2.8222000598907471"/>
        </dia:attribute>
        <dia:attribute name="bmargin">
          <dia:real val="2.8222000598907471"/>
        </dia:attribute>
        <dia:attribute name="lmargin">
          <dia:real val="2.8222000598907471"/>
        </dia:attribute>
        <dia:attribute name="rmargin">
          <dia:real val="2.8222000598907471"/>
        </dia:attribute>
        <dia:attribute name="is_portrait">
          <dia:boolean val="true"/>
        </dia:attribute>
        <dia:attribute name="scaling">
          <dia:real val="1"/>
        </dia:attribute>
        <dia:attribute name="fitto">
          <dia:boolean val="false"/>
        </dia:attribute>
      </dia:composite>
    </dia:attribute>
    <dia:attribute name="grid">
      <dia:composite type="grid">
        <dia:attribute name="width_x">
          <dia:real val="1"/>
        </dia:attribute>
        <dia:attribute name="width_y">
          <dia:real val="1"/>
        </dia:attribute>
        <dia:attribute name="visible_x">
          <dia:int val="1"/>
        </dia:attribute>
        <dia:attribute name="visible_y">
          <dia:int val="1"/>
        </dia:attribute>
        <dia:composite type="color"/>
      </dia:composite>
    </dia:attribute>
    <dia:attribute name="color">
      <dia:color val="#d8e5e5"/>
    </dia:attribute>
    <dia:attribute name="guides">
      <dia:composite type="guides">
        <dia:attribute name="hguides"/>
        <dia:attribute name="vguides"/>
      </dia:composite>
    </dia:attribute>
  </dia:diagramdata>
  <dia:layer name="Background" visible="true">
    <dia:object type="UML − Class" version="0" id="O0">
      <dia:attribute name="obj_pos">
        <dia:point val="1,1"/>
      </dia:attribute>
      <dia:attribute name="obj_bb">
        <dia:rectangle val="0.95,0.95;16.65,13.25"/>
      </dia:attribute>
      <dia:attribute name="elem_corner">
        <dia:point val="1,1"/>
      </dia:attribute>
      <dia:attribute name="elem_width">
        <dia:real val="15.6"/>
      </dia:attribute>
      <dia:attribute name="elem_height">
        <dia:real val="12.200000000000001"/>
      </dia:attribute>
      <dia:attribute name="name">
        <dia:string>#nonmem#</dia:string>
      </dia:attribute>
      <dia:attribute name="stereotype">
        <dia:string>##</dia:string>
      </dia:attribute>
      <dia:attribute name="comment">
        <dia:string>##</dia:string>
      </dia:attribute>
      <dia:attribute name="abstract">
        <dia:boolean val="false"/>
      </dia:attribute>
      <dia:attribute name="suppress_attributes">
        <dia:boolean val="false"/>
      </dia:attribute>
      <dia:attribute name="suppress_operations">
        <dia:boolean val="false"/>
      </dia:attribute>
      <dia:attribute name="visible_attributes">
        <dia:boolean val="true"/>
      </dia:attribute>
      <dia:attribute name="visible_operations">
        <dia:boolean val="true"/>
      </dia:attribute>
      <dia:attribute name="visible_comments">
        <dia:boolean val="false"/>
      </dia:attribute>
      <dia:attribute name="wrap_operations">
        <dia:boolean val="false"/>
      </dia:attribute>
      <dia:attribute name="wrap_after_char">
        <dia:int val="40"/>
      </dia:attribute>
      <dia:attribute name="line_color">
        <dia:color val="#000000"/>
      </dia:attribute>
      <dia:attribute name="fill_color">
        <dia:color val="#ffffff"/>
      </dia:attribute>
      <dia:attribute name="text_color">
        <dia:color val="#000000"/>
      </dia:attribute>
      <dia:attribute name="normal_font">
        <dia:font family="monospace" style="0" name="Courier"/>
      </dia:attribute>
      <dia:attribute name="abstract_font">
        <dia:font family="monospace" style="88" name="Courier"/>
      </dia:attribute>
      <dia:attribute name="polymorphic_font">
        <dia:font family="monospace" style="8" name="Courier"/>
      </dia:attribute>
      <dia:attribute name="classname_font">
        <dia:font family="sans" style="80" name="Helvetica"/>
      </dia:attribute>
      <dia:attribute name="abstract_classname_font">
        <dia:font family="sans" style="88" name="Helvetica"/>
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      </dia:attribute>
      <dia:attribute name="comment_font">
        <dia:font family="sans" style="8" name="Helvetica"/>
      </dia:attribute>
      <dia:attribute name="font_height">
        <dia:real val="0.80000000000000004"/>
      </dia:attribute>
      <dia:attribute name="polymorphic_font_height">
        <dia:real val="0.80000000000000004"/>
      </dia:attribute>
      <dia:attribute name="abstract_font_height">
        <dia:real val="0.80000000000000004"/>
      </dia:attribute>
      <dia:attribute name="classname_font_height">
        <dia:real val="1"/>
      </dia:attribute>
      <dia:attribute name="abstract_classname_font_height">
        <dia:real val="1"/>
      </dia:attribute>
      <dia:attribute name="comment_font_height">
        <dia:real val="1"/>
      </dia:attribute>
      <dia:attribute name="attributes">
        <dia:composite type="umlattribute">
          <dia:attribute name="name">
            <dia:string>#compile_options#</dia:string>
          </dia:attribute>
          <dia:attribute name="type">
            <dia:string>#scalar string#</dia:string>
          </dia:attribute>
          <dia:attribute name="value">
            <dia:string>##</dia:string>
          </dia:attribute>
          <dia:attribute name="comment">
            <dia:string>##</dia:string>
          </dia:attribute>
          <dia:attribute name="visibility">
            <dia:enum val="0"/>
          </dia:attribute>
          <dia:attribute name="abstract">
            <dia:boolean val="false"/>
          </dia:attribute>
          <dia:attribute name="class_scope">
            <dia:boolean val="false"/>
          </dia:attribute>
        </dia:composite>
        <dia:composite type="umlattribute">
          <dia:attribute name="name">
            <dia:string>#error_message#</dia:string>
          </dia:attribute>
          <dia:attribute name="type">
            <dia:string>#scalar string#</dia:string>
          </dia:attribute>
          <dia:attribute name="value">
            <dia:string>##</dia:string>
          </dia:attribute>
          <dia:attribute name="comment">
            <dia:string>##</dia:string>
          </dia:attribute>
          <dia:attribute name="visibility">
            <dia:enum val="0"/>
          </dia:attribute>
          <dia:attribute name="abstract">
            <dia:boolean val="false"/>
          </dia:attribute>
          <dia:attribute name="class_scope">
            <dia:boolean val="false"/>
          </dia:attribute>
        </dia:composite>
        <dia:composite type="umlattribute">
          <dia:attribute name="name">
            <dia:string>#fsubs#</dia:string>
          </dia:attribute>
          <dia:attribute name="type">
            <dia:string>#array of strings#</dia:string>
          </dia:attribute>
          <dia:attribute name="value">
            <dia:string>##</dia:string>
          </dia:attribute>
          <dia:attribute name="comment">
            <dia:string>##</dia:string>
          </dia:attribute>
          <dia:attribute name="visibility">
            <dia:enum val="0"/>
          </dia:attribute>
          <dia:attribute name="abstract">
            <dia:boolean val="false"/>
          </dia:attribute>
          <dia:attribute name="class_scope">
            <dia:boolean val="false"/>
          </dia:attribute>
        </dia:composite>
        <dia:composite type="umlattribute">
          <dia:attribute name="name">
            <dia:string>#modelfile#</dia:string>
          </dia:attribute>
          <dia:attribute name="type">
            <dia:string>#mandatory scalar string#</dia:string>
          </dia:attribute>
          <dia:attribute name="value">
            <dia:string>##</dia:string>
          </dia:attribute>
          <dia:attribute name="comment">
            <dia:string>##</dia:string>
          </dia:attribute>
          <dia:attribute name="visibility">
            <dia:enum val="0"/>
          </dia:attribute>
          <dia:attribute name="abstract">
            <dia:boolean val="false"/>
          </dia:attribute>
          <dia:attribute name="class_scope">
            <dia:boolean val="false"/>
          </dia:attribute>
        </dia:composite>
        <dia:composite type="umlattribute">
          <dia:attribute name="name">
            <dia:string>#nice#</dia:string>
          </dia:attribute>
          <dia:attribute name="type">
            <dia:string>#scalar integer#</dia:string>
          </dia:attribute>
          <dia:attribute name="value">
            <dia:string>#19#</dia:string>
          </dia:attribute>
          <dia:attribute name="comment">
            <dia:string>##</dia:string>
          </dia:attribute>
          <dia:attribute name="visibility">
            <dia:enum val="0"/>
          </dia:attribute>
          <dia:attribute name="abstract">
            <dia:boolean val="false"/>
          </dia:attribute>
          <dia:attribute name="class_scope">
            <dia:boolean val="false"/>
          </dia:attribute>
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        </dia:composite>
        <dia:composite type="umlattribute">
          <dia:attribute name="name">
            <dia:string>#nm_directory#</dia:string>
          </dia:attribute>
          <dia:attribute name="type">
            <dia:string>#scalar string#</dia:string>
          </dia:attribute>
          <dia:attribute name="value">
            <dia:string>##</dia:string>
          </dia:attribute>
          <dia:attribute name="comment">
            <dia:string>##</dia:string>
          </dia:attribute>
          <dia:attribute name="visibility">
            <dia:enum val="0"/>
          </dia:attribute>
          <dia:attribute name="abstract">
            <dia:boolean val="false"/>
          </dia:attribute>
          <dia:attribute name="class_scope">
            <dia:boolean val="false"/>
          </dia:attribute>
        </dia:composite>
        <dia:composite type="umlattribute">
          <dia:attribute name="name">
            <dia:string>#nmtran_message#</dia:string>
          </dia:attribute>
          <dia:attribute name="type">
            <dia:string>##</dia:string>
          </dia:attribute>
          <dia:attribute name="value">
            <dia:string>##</dia:string>
          </dia:attribute>
          <dia:attribute name="comment">
            <dia:string>##</dia:string>
          </dia:attribute>
          <dia:attribute name="visibility">
            <dia:enum val="0"/>
          </dia:attribute>
          <dia:attribute name="abstract">
            <dia:boolean val="false"/>
          </dia:attribute>
          <dia:attribute name="class_scope">
            <dia:boolean val="false"/>
          </dia:attribute>
        </dia:composite>
        <dia:composite type="umlattribute">
          <dia:attribute name="name">
            <dia:string>#outputfile#</dia:string>
          </dia:attribute>
          <dia:attribute name="type">
            <dia:string>#scalar string#</dia:string>
          </dia:attribute>
          <dia:attribute name="value">
            <dia:string>##</dia:string>
          </dia:attribute>
          <dia:attribute name="comment">
            <dia:string>##</dia:string>
          </dia:attribute>
          <dia:attribute name="visibility">
            <dia:enum val="0"/>
          </dia:attribute>
          <dia:attribute name="abstract">
            <dia:boolean val="false"/>
          </dia:attribute>
          <dia:attribute name="class_scope">
            <dia:boolean val="false"/>
          </dia:attribute>
        </dia:composite>
        <dia:composite type="umlattribute">
          <dia:attribute name="name">
            <dia:string>#version#</dia:string>
          </dia:attribute>
          <dia:attribute name="type">
            <dia:string>#scalar integer#</dia:string>
          </dia:attribute>
          <dia:attribute name="value">
            <dia:string>#5#</dia:string>
          </dia:attribute>
          <dia:attribute name="comment">
            <dia:string>##</dia:string>
          </dia:attribute>
          <dia:attribute name="visibility">
            <dia:enum val="0"/>
          </dia:attribute>
          <dia:attribute name="abstract">
            <dia:boolean val="false"/>
          </dia:attribute>
          <dia:attribute name="class_scope">
            <dia:boolean val="false"/>
          </dia:attribute>
        </dia:composite>
        <dia:composite type="umlattribute">
          <dia:attribute name="name">
            <dia:string>#show_version#</dia:string>
          </dia:attribute>
          <dia:attribute name="type">
            <dia:string>#scalar boolean#</dia:string>
          </dia:attribute>
          <dia:attribute name="value">
            <dia:string>#1#</dia:string>
          </dia:attribute>
          <dia:attribute name="comment">
            <dia:string>##</dia:string>
          </dia:attribute>
          <dia:attribute name="visibility">
            <dia:enum val="0"/>
          </dia:attribute>
          <dia:attribute name="abstract">
            <dia:boolean val="false"/>
          </dia:attribute>
          <dia:attribute name="class_scope">
            <dia:boolean val="false"/>
          </dia:attribute>
        </dia:composite>
        <dia:composite type="umlattribute">
          <dia:attribute name="name">
            <dia:string>#adaptive#</dia:string>
          </dia:attribute>
          <dia:attribute name="type">
            <dia:string>#scalar boolean#</dia:string>
          </dia:attribute>
          <dia:attribute name="value">
            <dia:string>#0#</dia:string>
          </dia:attribute>
          <dia:attribute name="comment">
            <dia:string>##</dia:string>
          </dia:attribute>
          <dia:attribute name="visibility">
            <dia:enum val="0"/>
          </dia:attribute>
          <dia:attribute name="abstract">
            <dia:boolean val="false"/>
          </dia:attribute>
          <dia:attribute name="class_scope">
            <dia:boolean val="false"/>
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          </dia:attribute>
        </dia:composite>
      </dia:attribute>
      <dia:attribute name="operations">
        <dia:composite type="umloperation">
          <dia:attribute name="name">
            <dia:string>#compile#</dia:string>
          </dia:attribute>
          <dia:attribute name="stereotype">
            <dia:string>##</dia:string>
          </dia:attribute>
          <dia:attribute name="type">
            <dia:string>##</dia:string>
          </dia:attribute>
          <dia:attribute name="visibility">
            <dia:enum val="0"/>
          </dia:attribute>
          <dia:attribute name="comment">
            <dia:string>##</dia:string>
          </dia:attribute>
          <dia:attribute name="abstract">
            <dia:boolean val="false"/>
          </dia:attribute>
          <dia:attribute name="inheritance_type">
            <dia:enum val="2"/>
          </dia:attribute>
          <dia:attribute name="query">
            <dia:boolean val="false"/>
          </dia:attribute>
          <dia:attribute name="class_scope">
            <dia:boolean val="false"/>
          </dia:attribute>
          <dia:attribute name="parameters">
            <dia:composite type="umlparameter">
              <dia:attribute name="name">
                <dia:string>#return_value#</dia:string>
              </dia:attribute>
              <dia:attribute name="type">
                <dia:string>#scalar integer#</dia:string>
              </dia:attribute>
              <dia:attribute name="value">
                <dia:string>#1#</dia:string>
              </dia:attribute>
              <dia:attribute name="comment">
                <dia:string>##</dia:string>
              </dia:attribute>
              <dia:attribute name="kind">
                <dia:enum val="2"/>
              </dia:attribute>
            </dia:composite>
          </dia:attribute>
        </dia:composite>
        <dia:composite type="umloperation">
          <dia:attribute name="name">
            <dia:string>#execute#</dia:string>
          </dia:attribute>
          <dia:attribute name="stereotype">
            <dia:string>##</dia:string>
          </dia:attribute>
          <dia:attribute name="type">
            <dia:string>##</dia:string>
          </dia:attribute>
          <dia:attribute name="visibility">
            <dia:enum val="0"/>
          </dia:attribute>
          <dia:attribute name="comment">
            <dia:string>##</dia:string>
          </dia:attribute>
          <dia:attribute name="abstract">
            <dia:boolean val="false"/>
          </dia:attribute>
          <dia:attribute name="inheritance_type">
            <dia:enum val="2"/>
          </dia:attribute>
          <dia:attribute name="query">
            <dia:boolean val="false"/>
          </dia:attribute>
          <dia:attribute name="class_scope">
            <dia:boolean val="false"/>
          </dia:attribute>
          <dia:attribute name="parameters"/>
        </dia:composite>
      </dia:attribute>
      <dia:attribute name="template">
        <dia:boolean val="false"/>
      </dia:attribute>
      <dia:attribute name="templates"/>
    </dia:object>
  </dia:layer>
</dia:diagram>
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use strict;
#−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
#         Perl Class Package
#−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
package nonmem;

sub new {
my $type  = shift;
my $class = ref($type) || $type;
my $this = ref($type) ? $type : {};
my %parm  = @_;
my %valid_parm = ( ’ compile_options’ => ’ SCALAR’, ’ error_message’ => ’ SCALAR’,

’ fsubs’ => ’ ARRAY’, ’ modelfile’ => ’ m_SCALAR’,
’ nice’ => ’ SCALAR’, ’ nm_directory’ => ’ SCALAR’,
’ nmtran_message’ => ’’, ’ outputfile’ => ’ SCALAR’,
’ version’ => ’ SCALAR’, ’ show_version’ => ’ SCALAR’,
’ adaptive’ => ’ SCALAR’ );

if( defined $parm{’ reference_object’} ){
foreach my $possible_parm( keys %valid_parm ){

if( not exists $parm{$possible_parm} and not exists $this −> {$possible_parm} and exists $parm{’ reference_object’} −> {$possible_parm} ){
$parm{$possible_parm} = $parm{’ reference_object’} −> {$possible_parm};

}
}
$parm{’ reference_object’} = undef;

}
foreach my $givenp ( keys %parm ) {

’ debug’ −> die( message => " ERROR in nonmem−>new: Parameter \’$givenp\’ is not valid" )
unless( defined $valid_parm{$givenp} );

if( $valid_parm{$givenp} =~ /^m_(.*)/ ){
’ debug’ −> die( message => " ERROR in nonmem−>new: You need to specify a \’$givenp\’!" )

unless( defined $parm{$givenp} or defined $this −> {$givenp});
$valid_parm{$givenp} = $1;

}

if( $valid_parm{$givenp} eq ’ SCALAR’ or $valid_parm{$givenp} eq ’ REF’ ){
’ debug’ −> die( message => " ERROR in nonmem−>new: " . $valid_parm{$givenp} . "  parameter ’$givenp’ is of wrong type:" . ref(\$parm{$givenp}))

if( defined $parm{$givenp} and ref(\$parm{$givenp}) ne $valid_parm{$givenp} );
} elsif( $parm{$givenp} =~ /=HASH\(/ and $valid_parm{$givenp} ne ’’ ) {

’ debug’ −> die( message => " ERROR in nonmem−>new: " . lc($valid_parm{$givenp}) . "  parameter ’$givenp’ is of wrong type:" . lc( ref($parm{$givenp})) )
if( defined $parm{$givenp} and lc( ref($parm{$givenp})) ne lc($valid_parm{$givenp}));

} elsif( $valid_parm{$givenp} ne ’’ ) {
’ debug’ −> die( message => " ERROR in nonmem−>new: " . $valid_parm{$givenp} . "  parameter ’$givenp’ is of wrong type:" . ref($parm{$givenp}))

if( defined $parm{$givenp} and ref($parm{$givenp}) ne $valid_parm{$givenp} );
}
$this −> {$givenp} = $parm{$givenp} unless defined $this −> {$givenp};

}

$this −> {’ nice’} = defined $parm{’ nice’} ? $parm{’ nice’} : 19 unless defined $this −> {’ nice’};
$this −> {’ version’} = defined $parm{’ version’} ? $parm{’ version’} : 5 unless defined $this −> {’ version’};
$this −> {’ show_version’} = defined $parm{’ show_version’} ? $parm{’ show_version’} : 1 unless defined $this −> {’ show_version’};
$this −> {’ adaptive’} = defined $parm{’ adaptive’} ? $parm{’ adaptive’} : 0 unless defined $this −> {’ adaptive’};

bless $this, $class;

# Start of Non−Dia code #
# End of Non−Dia code #

return $this;
};
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sub compile_options {
my $self = shift;
my $parm = shift;

# Start of Non−Dia code #
# End of Non−Dia code #

if( defined($parm) ){
$self −> {’ compile_options’} = $parm;

} else {
return $self −> {’ compile_options’};

}
}

sub error_message {
my $self = shift;
my $parm = shift;

# Start of Non−Dia code #
# End of Non−Dia code #

if( defined($parm) ){
$self −> {’ error_message’} = $parm;

} else {
return $self −> {’ error_message’};

}
}

sub fsubs {
my $self = shift;
my $parm = shift;

# Start of Non−Dia code #
# End of Non−Dia code #

if( defined($parm) ){
$self −> {’ fsubs’} = $parm;

} else {
return $self −> {’ fsubs’};

}
}

sub modelfile {
my $self = shift;
my $parm = shift;

# Start of Non−Dia code #
# End of Non−Dia code #

if( defined($parm) ){
$self −> {’ modelfile’} = $parm;

} else {
return $self −> {’ modelfile’};

}
}

sub nice {
my $self = shift;
my $parm = shift;

# Start of Non−Dia code #
# End of Non−Dia code #
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if( defined($parm) ){
$self −> {’ nice’} = $parm;

} else {
return $self −> {’ nice’};

}
}

sub nm_directory {
my $self = shift;
my $parm = shift;

# Start of Non−Dia code #
# End of Non−Dia code #

if( defined($parm) ){
$self −> {’ nm_directory’} = $parm;

} else {
return $self −> {’ nm_directory’};

}
}

sub nmtran_message {
my $self = shift;
my $parm = shift;

# Start of Non−Dia code #
# End of Non−Dia code #

if( defined($parm) ){
$self −> {’ nmtran_message’} = $parm;

} else {
return $self −> {’ nmtran_message’};

}
}

sub outputfile {
my $self = shift;
my $parm = shift;

# Start of Non−Dia code #
# End of Non−Dia code #

if( defined($parm) ){
$self −> {’ outputfile’} = $parm;

} else {
return $self −> {’ outputfile’};

}
}

sub version {
my $self = shift;
my $parm = shift;

# Start of Non−Dia code #
# End of Non−Dia code #

if( defined($parm) ){
$self −> {’ version’} = $parm;

} else {
return $self −> {’ version’};

}
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}

sub show_version {
my $self = shift;
my $parm = shift;

# Start of Non−Dia code #
# End of Non−Dia code #

if( defined($parm) ){
$self −> {’ show_version’} = $parm;

} else {
return $self −> {’ show_version’};

}
}

sub adaptive {
my $self = shift;
my $parm = shift;

# Start of Non−Dia code #
# End of Non−Dia code #

if( defined($parm) ){
$self −> {’ adaptive’} = $parm;

} else {
return $self −> {’ adaptive’};

}
}

sub compile {
my $self = shift;
my $return_value = 1;

# Start of Non−Dia code #
# End of Non−Dia code #

return $return_value;
}

sub execute {
my $self = shift;

# Start of Non−Dia code #
# End of Non−Dia code #

}

1;
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